THE LOST FRIENDS
By Amelia Zakrajsek

Grade 4, Westfield Academy Central School

Characters:
Giant Panda - Bob 2
Little Girl - Pearl 7
Pearl's big brother - Tim 10

Setting:
Chinese Jungle
Car
Campsite

Problem:
Bob is lost
Pearl and Tim are lost
They both need their family

(Pearl and Tim are setting up the campsite) (the sun starts setting.)

Pearl (scared): Tim I am scared of the dark.
Pearl (scared): Can we start a fire soon?

Tim (getting scared): Yea, same. Let's go get some bamboo to burn and make a fire.

(the sun is set and the only light is the moon light.)

Pearl (scared): Tim we need to go back we have been walking for ever.

Tim (Tired): We probably should but let me take a break (sit on what he thinks is a big rock)

Tim (surprised): Wow this rock is really fluffy!

Bob (sad): Who ever you are please get off of me. I am not in the mood.

Tim (very scared) Wa... Wa... Wa... What...

Scene 2

Bob (sad): I'm not a rock, I am a Panda. A lost Panda...
(a few moments of silents goes by)

Pearl: Well... Um... we are lost too.

Tim: uhhh ya we are.

Bob (Hopeful and exited): Can you stay the night with under my favorite tree!

Pearl: (Pearl looks at Tim) Well?

Tim (unsure): Ya I guess we could stay

Scene 3
*The next morning*
(something flew into Bob's face)

Bob (asleep and the awake): (snort, a piece of paper hit his face) What is this? (sqints) Is this a map?!

(Bob shakes Tim awake)

Bob (excited): Tim! Time! I found a map and here (points to the paper) is your camp!

Tim (half asleep): (squints) Uhh... You are right!

Bob (exited then sad): Ya! But how do I get home?

(Pearl wakes up)

Pearl (yawning than tired voice): What are you guys talking about?

Tim (exited): Bob found a map and that is our camp!

Pearl (squinting) uhh... It is!

Pearl (sad): But how is Bob gonna get home?

Tim (normal): Thats what we are talking about

Pearl (hopeful): Can he come with us?

Bob (hopeful): Ya! Can I come with you Tim!

Tim (normal): OK!
THE END